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Request Amber to speak
for your group! 

In this thought-provoking presentation, join Amber Waugaman as she
reveals the hidden pitfalls that sabotage leaders' success. Through real-
life examples and interactive discussions, you'll gain valuable insights
into how leaders unintentionally veer off track, hindering their potential
(and their team's potential) for greatness.

Amber's expertise will guide you through a journey of self-discovery, as
you learn how certain practices may unknowingly set leaders up for
failure. Drawing from her extensive experience, she'll equip you with
practical techniques and a comprehensive roadmap to chart a course for
leadership success. By the end of this engaging session, you'll be
empowered to cultivate strong leadership capabilities for yourself and
for leaders in your organization. Don't miss this opportunity to course
correct in order to navigate the path toward becoming a highly effective
leader. Attendees will be able to: 

Elevate their awareness with how leaders are
inadvertently set up to fail

Assess and evaluate themselves and others based on the
three ways that leaders unintentionally throw themselves
off course

Design a strategic roadmap to chart a course for leadership
effectiveness for themselves and for their organization

Amber is a highly accomplished ICF credentialed Certified Executive
Coach and AMA Certified Professional in Management® with over 14
years of diverse experience across various industries. She helps
organizations overcome high turnover, low productivity, and ineffective
leadership by developing leaders. She spent a decade working in the
financial industry in Manhattan and has been living in Vermont for the
past 4.5 years. You can learn more about Amber here:
https://awcoach.co/about.

Audience members walk away saying:
"This presentation provided actionable, practical takeaways that I can
immediately apply in my leadership role." 

"This presentation has inspired me to create a development plan for my
leadership team."
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